Medication and Medical Carts

Corner Organizer

**New** from Capsa Healthcare! – the ideal accessory for your infection control efforts. The ample Corner Organizer is highly versatile to store a variety of PPE, hand sanitizer, gloves, plus a 1-gallon water jug (included). Accommodates 2, 3, or 4 side bins to expand your storage capacity and put necessary supplies within easy reach.

**Product Details**
- For Capsa’s Avalo, Avalo Woodblend and Vintage Encore medication carts and medical carts
- Includes main organizer, two side bins, 1-gallon water jug, mounting hardware
- Side bins easily clip on to the main organizer (up to four)
- Replaces the Capsa Accessory Bridge
- Antimicrobial/antibacteria finish
- Size: Main Organizer 10.1"W 12"D 3.9"H; 1.73 lbs
  Side Bins (each) 6.3"W 4.3"D 4"H; 0.43 lbs
- Adjustable height, up to 6" from cart top to bottom of water jug nozzle

**Simple Mounting**
Attaches with an AX post and bracket, height adjustable

**Black Finish**
Complements Avalo Woodblend Northern Cherry; Vintage Encore Boston Cherry, Chatsworth Oak, and Antique Walnut finishes

**Light Gray Finish**
Complements Avalo; Avalo Woodblend Mountain Ash; and Vintage Encore White Ash finishes

Additional accessories are also available for your infection control initiatives. Ask your Capsa representative for details.